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“

The birth-place of valour, the country
of worth; wherever i wander, wherever i
wander, wherever i rove, The hills of the
Highlands for ever i love.
- Robert Burns (1759-1796)

Scotland the Brave
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Land of Pure Beauty
A

“

If Streets Could talk

country rich in culture, with its
breathtaking beauty, superior landscapes
and its never ending glens. Scotland, the country
that has a castle around every corner, the most
friendly and humorous people and strong
industrial heritage. Scottish history stretches
back to the great battles against the English
with William Wallace at the helm (You’ve all
seen Braveheart, right?). The Great Roman
Empire that stretched across the world, could
not conquer wee Scotland. After the World War
One, Germans titled the Scottish regiments
“Devils in Skirts”. As you can see, Scotlands
history is bursting at the seams and had deep
roots. Scotland has contributed enormously
to the world we know today, this including
medical breakthroughs, inventions,and Industrial
revolutions. A few Scottish pioneers include,
Alexander Graham Bell with his invention of
the telephone, John McAdam with Tarmac, John
Logie Baird with the TV, Alexander Fleming with
penicillin, and the greatest of all John Cor

with Whiskey! Scotland is also known for
their “Famous Tartan”. The name began when
the government attempted to outlaw Tartan
in the Dress Act of 1746. In saying this, it was
overturned, then soon appeared as the National
Dress of Scotland. Nothing quite says “Scotland”
more than their bright, prickly weed known as
the Thistle. In which, is only second to the Tartan.
The thistle has no true finding behind it but is
definitely known for its mysterious origins on
how it has become famous. Scotland is a proud
and humble nation that has given the world so
much. This nation is a place everyone should
scribble onto their bucket list as they will surely
fall in love with her beauty.
By Scott Rigmond

This is a city of shifting light, of changing
skies, of sudden vistas. A city so beautiful
it breaks the heart again and again.
- Alexander McCall Smith
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